
Max. capacity: 6,000 pc/hr

Product Weight: 10-80 g/pc

HLT-700U combined with EA-100KA
to make more food products 
Can be combined with EA-100KA Forming 
Machine to make spherical filled food, such 
as xiao long bao, pan fried stuffed bun, and 
meat pie.

HLT-700U

Multipurpose Filling
and Forming Machine

Let ANKO Create a Dumpling Production Solution for You.

With ANKO’s custom-made automatic dumpling production line 
solution, you can have all manufacturing machines, plus a practical 
and comprehensive proposal taking into consideration the 
preparation of dumpling filling, ingredient proportions of dumpling 
wrappers, shape, cooking methods, package, and freezing.

Find dumpling production planning proposal and equipment
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FOOD PRODUCED BY THIS MACHINE

Crystal Dumpling Curry Puff Empanada Pelmeni Pierogi

Pasta Potsticker Ravioli Samosa Tortellini

Specifications

Capacity: 

2,000–12,000 pc/hr

Product weight: 

13–100 g/pc

Dimensions: 1,515 (L) x 615 (W) x 1,640 (H) mm
Power: 6.5 kW
Weight (net): 565 kg
Optional accessories: Filling rotor, Standard mold, 
Artisan mold, Noodle mold, CE kit

Watch Video

Obtained the Certificate of Conformity
to Machinery Directive
Obtained the Certificate of Conformity to Machinery 
Directive. The machine complies with the EU safety 
regulations and has the CE marking. You could 
choose the model to ensure working safety.

Easy-to-use control panel
User-friendly interface 
allows you to operate the 
machine easily and up to 99 
recipes can be saved.

Enhance water resistance
Upgraded rubber seal can 
exactly fit the machine 
cabinet frames.

Filling hopper with stepper strip
Prevents filling from spinning in 
the hopper and keep filling 
feeding stably. 

48-liter filling hopper
Helps decrease refilling times 
and increase the overall 
efficiency of human resources. 

Innovative airway design
Maintains air flow in and out 
to form dumplings into an 
attractive shape.

Optimized dough feeding screws
Make dough pass screws directly 
and be extruded smoother to 
prevent spinning problem. 

Adjustable dough thickness
With a simple turn of a nut, the 
dough thickness is easy to adjust 
according to your needs. 

TASTY APPEARANCE

A whole new design of shaping 
mechanism to enhance the food’s 
handmade look.

BETTER TASTE

Filling feeding system 
enhancement to reduce pressure 
and keep food texture.  

ARTISAN FORMING MOLD

Double sided molds to make food plumper

Handmade pleats Thin edge

• Hand pinched look

• The thickness of edge can be

 adjusted as required Wave edge


